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Introduction
The proper functioning of the urban sewage 

disposal system is a primary determinant of the 
city’s ecological and sanitary-hygienic conditions. 
Confronting problems associated with the sewer 
network maintenance as a subsystem of an entire 
sewage disposal system, is a necessary step for 
improving operation efficiency in an urban waste 

water disposal system as a whole. In recent years, 
in response to increasing congestion in urban 
sewer networks and the adverse environmental 
impact of such congestion, substantial attention 
has been focused on working out the proposals 
to improve waste water disposal processes. 
A critical issue in the evaluation and effective 
implementation of these proposals is development 
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Abstract
Introduction: the ramified sewerage system for receiving and 
transferring household and industrial sewage typical for a large 
city is considered. Consideration is restricted to the sub-system of 
sewage conveyance (sewer network). Methods and materials: 
the relative raw sewage volume that could be potentially 
discharged to the environment as a result of component failures 
in the sewer network is proposed as a measure of overall system 
reliability. Results: a simple method for quick and proper 
calculation of this volume is presented. The problem reduced 
to finding of the raw sewage volume potentially discharged 
from the sewer network, and is solved using the following 
assumptions and limitations: mathematically, an urban sewer 
network is a simply connected, acyclic, oriented graph (so-called 
tree-like graph); of a pipe fails, its capacity becomes equal to 
zero; all specific peculiarities of a pipe (material, diameter, age, 
operating conditions, etc.) manifest itself in its failure rate; the 
network pumping stations are taken absolutely reliable.  The 
basis for this method is a representation of the sewer network 
by a combination of structure-forming fragments. Each such 
fragment is formally substituted by a fictitious equivalent 
sewer that has a failure rate leading to the same output for 
the same input. Conclusion: as a result, the problem reduces 
to a sequential consideration of elementary sub-problems the 
solution of which is easily accomplished.

Keywords: sewer network, reliability, sewage discharge, Y-like 
network fragment, decomposition-equivalenting method.

Аннотация
Введение: рассматривается типичная для крупного города 
разветвленная канализационная система, предназначенная 
для приема и отведения бытовых и промышленных сточных 
вод. Рассмотрение ограничивается подсистемой транспор-
тировки воды (канализационной сетью). Методы и мате-
риалы: предлагается под мерой надежности системы в це-
лом понимать относительный объем неочищенной сточной 
воды, потенциально сбрасываемой в окружающую среду 
вследствие случайного выхода из строя компонентов кана-
лизационной сети. Результаты: разработан простой метод 
быстрого и точного расчета этого объема. Задача сводится к 
определению количества неочищенной воды, потенциально 
сбрасываемой из сети, и решается при следующих допуще-
ниях и ограничениях: городская система водоотведения, с 
математической точки зрения, представляется односвязным, 
ациклическим, ориентированным графом (так называемым 
«деревом»); при аварии трубы ее пропускная способность 
считается равной нулю; специфические особенности каждой 
трубы (материал, диаметр, возраст, условия работы и т. п.) 
интегрально проявляются в интенсивности ее отказов; кана-
лизационные насосные станции сети полагаются абсолютно 
надежными. В основе метода лежит представление канали-
зационной сети в виде комбинации структурообразующих 
фрагментов. Каждый такой фрагмент формально заменяется 
одной фиктивной эквивалентной трубой, интенсивность от-
казов которой определяется из условия равенства расходов 
воды на входах и выходе фрагмента и заменяющей его тру-
бы. Заключение: расчет меры надежности канализационной 
сети сводится к последовательному рассмотрению простых 
подзадач, решение каждой из которых элементарно и не вы-
зывает трудностей.
Ключевые слова: канализационная сеть, надежность, сброс 
сточной воды, Y-образный фрагмент сети, метод декомпози-
ции и эквивалентирования.
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of the best, in some specified sense, sewage disposal 
strategies. In practice, meanwhile, very significant 
improvements in management efficiency could be 
accomplished simply by better maintenance of the 
waste water disposal system.

There is a great deal of research dedicated to 
the reliability problems of water supply systems 
reported in the literature [2– 4, 7, 13–15, 17]. From 
the latest publications we emphasize the work of 
Gheisi et. al. [8], which provides an in-depth review 
of the relevant research literature in the context of 
the mathematical methods for measuring water 
distribution system reliability. However, as noted in 
other works, for example: “A review of the literature 
reveals that there is currently no universally 
acceptable definition or measure of the reliability of 
water distribution systems … For a large system … 
it is extremely difficult to analytically compute the 
mathematical reliability” [13].

By contrast, the reliability problems of the sewage 
disposal systems are still uninvestigated [5, 6, 9, 10, 
12, 18]. Therefore, any effort to comprehend, set up 
and refine the issue of sewer network reliability takes 
on great significance. The final objective of these 
investigations is to develop sewer network design, 
reconstruction and maintenance methods with due 
regard for reliability.

1. Short description of the object and problem 
statement

An urban wastewater disposal system is 
a network of structurally and technologically 
interconnected structures intended for sewage 
collection and its conveyance to the purification 
plants. Usually the city sewage disposal system is 
designed and constructed according to the head-and-
gravity concept. This means that the sewage passes 
through underground sewers having a specified 
fall by gravity, and pumping stations lift sewage in 
areas where gravity flow is impossible. (As a rule, 
the sewage pumping station is designed as a system 
providing a redundancy of the pumping equipment. 
Because of this, in the following, we assume that the 
pumping stations are absolutely reliable).

By this means the sewer network, by nature, is 
a peculiar water distribution system. The reliability 
of such systems is often defined by heuristic 
guidelines, like having all pipe diameters greater 
than a minimum prescribed value. By using such 
guidelines it is implicitly assumed that reliability 

will be assured, but the level of reliability provided 
is not quantified or measured. Thus, the question: 
“Is the system reliable?” is usually well understood 
and easy to answer, while the question “What is its 
reliability level?” is not straightforward. As a result, 
only limited confidence can be placed on such rules, 
as reliability is not considered explicitly.

The underground pipes, as sewer network 
components, are subject to so many influences 
that it is difficult, if not impossible to predict their 
combined effect in advance. These influences include 
the corrosive action of the soil and sewage, ground 
movements, etc. Most of these factors are random, 
and are characterized by significant variability. 
These circumstances adversely affect sewer network 
reliability. Currently, traditional wastewater disposal 
system design and maintenance methods usually fail 
to account for this situation.

A determination of the timeline and the sequence 
of a sewerage modernization plan is an important 
problem of the applied reliability theory. The strategy 
development for the object reconstruction falls into 
two stages. At the first stage, the object’s technical 
condition is established, and a need for renovation 
is determined. The second stage is job scheduling 
for the specific network elements requiring repair or 
replacements.

Depending on the purpose of the study and the 
specifics of an object, its technical state may be 
estimated, from the viewpoint of a reliability, using 
different quantitative measures: for example, by the 
average time between failures or by the probability 
of trouble-free functioning over a given period 
of time. We note that these traditional measures, 
accepted in theory, as applied to sewer networks, 
provide not enough information because it is very 
hard to interpret them physically.

Here the specific reliability index is proposed. 
This index is intended for functioning efficiency 
estimation of tree-like hierarchical structures; an 
urban sewer network is a typical representative of 
such structure. The relative volume of raw sewage 
potentially discharged from the sewer network to the 
environment over some time period (for example, 
one year) resulting from network components 
failures, is considered as a quantitative reliability 
measure.
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Thus, the problem reduced to finding of the raw 
sewage volume potentially discharged from the 
sewer network.

2. Assumptions and limitations
The following basic assumptions and limitations 

are accepted in the subsequent consideration:
•	Mathematically, an urban sewer network is 

a simply connected, acyclic, oriented graph (so-
called tree-like graph).

•	 If a pipe fails, its capacity becomes equal to 
zero.

•	All specific peculiarities of a pipe (material, 
diameter, age, operating conditions, etc.) manifest 
itself in its failure rate.

•	 The network pumping stations are taken 
absolutely reliable.

3. Reliability analysis of the sewer network 
fragment

Two features of a sewer network should be 
pointed out: 1) sewage gravitates through each sewer 
in one direction only, and 2) the hydraulic elements 
used to link different sewer basins are lacking. This 
means particularly that the sewage entering into any 
network inlet, may be piped to a certain its outlet by 
a strictly specified sequence of sewers, i.e. along the 
only path.

We consider the three-component Y-like sewer 
network fragment shown in Fig. 1.

Each enumerated sewer of this fragment is 
characterized by its length ( ; ; )L L L1 2 3 ; in addition, 
we suppose that the unidirectional sewage flow rates 
in the inlets of sewer 1 and 2 (q1 and q2, respectively) 
are known, constant and equal to the mean values 
calculated by averaging the historical data obtained 
over a long period of time. We assume that, from time 
to time, each sewer fails, is repaired and, thereafter, 
put back in service again. Thus, each sewer can be 
either up (operable) or down (failed). This means 
that so-called failure and repair flows are both acting 
on each sewer.

For a mathematical description of these flows, 
what is meant by term “failure” must be ascertained.

The exact definition of failure is somewhat vague 
and depends on the level of detail of the required 
analysis, and has a variety of meanings to different 
individuals. In actual practice, a disturbance of the 
normal operation of the sewer can be manifested 
as a reduction of its capacity caused by cracks in 

the pipe, sewer breaks under extreme mechanical 
load, increasing rates of infiltration, repeated 
overflows, etc. Here, we shall define “failure” as an 
event implying a need for immediate overhaul or 
replacement of the pipe. In other words, the failure 
of a sewer is defined as an event when the sewer 
capacity becomes equal to zero, and consequently, 
all sewage entering into the sewer discharges to the 
environment.

The repair is taken here to mean that a renewal 
process reaches completion and the sewer is returned 
to service.

Usually, such events are documented with 
accompanying parameters. This information is 
systematically renewed, statistically processed and 
stored in relevant data bases.

Both of these flows are characterized by their 
rates. Physically, the failure rate is the mean number 
of failures in a unit of time. The repair rate is defined 
similarly. In line with a much used assumption, we 
suppose that the failure flow as well as the repair 
flow are exponentially distributed flows [11, 13]. 
From this it follows that the specific failure rate 
(the failure rate per unit sewer length) for each 
sewer 0 1 0 2 0 3(( ) , ( ) , ( )λ λ λ , respectively) is constant. 
Analogously, the repair rates for sewers 1, 2 and 3

1 2 3( , , )µ µ µ  are constant as well. We assume that all 
these values are given.

The problem is stated as follows: given the 
values of all quantities listed above, it is necessary to 
estimate the volume of raw sewage discharged from 
the sewer network to the environment over some 
time period (one year in this study).

This problem formulated for the sewer network, 
shown in Fig. 1, is solved in [5] using so-called 

Fig. 1. Y-like sewer network fragment
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state-enumeration method [16]. The Y-like sewer 
system shown in Fig. 2, a is superseded formally 
with an equivalent fictitious sewer 123, having the 
dimensionless parameter 123eγ = γ  and sewage flow 
rate at the inlet 1 2( )q q+  (Fig. 2, b)).

The parameter eγ  is calculated by formula:
1 3 1 2 3 2

1 2

( ) ( )
e

q q
q q

γ + γ + γ + γ
γ ≈

+
,            (1)

where 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3/ ; / ; / ;γ = λ µ γ = λ µ γ = λ µ  and, in its 
turn, 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 2 3 0 3 3( ) ; ( ) ; ( )L L Lλ = λ λ = λ λ = λ .

Sometimes, the cases occur when at one point 
of network more than two (generally, k) sewers are 
connected (Fig. 3, a)).

In this case, as shown in [1], eγ  must be calculated 
by formula:

1
1

1

k
i i

i
e k k

i
i

q

q

=
+

=

γ
γ = γ +

∑

∑
,                       (2)

and, then, the system depicted in Fig. 3, a can be 
superseded by one sewer as shown in Fig. 3, b.

As is shown in [5], the numerical value of eγ  
is a part of Q that is not conveyed to the network 

Fig. 3. Extension of the equivalenting procedure

Fig. 2. Three-component network (a) and its equivalent (b)

outlet, i.e. is discharged to the environment. When 
multiplied by 100, eγ  physically shows the raw 
sewage discharge resulting from sewer network 
failures, expressed as a percentage of total sewage 
volume entered to its inlets. By virtue of the fact that 

eγ  is varied from 0 (absolutely reliable network) to 
1 (theoretically, completely inoperable network), the 
parameter eγ  may be used as an objective, single-
valued measure of the sewer network reliability.

We emphasize that the sewer network fragment 
of Fig. 2, a) (or Fig. 3, a)) is a structure-forming 
component in the sense that any arbitrary complicated 
dendritic sewer network may be thought of a 
composition of such components. Below we give a 
technique of how to apply this approach.

4. Decomposition-equivalenting technique
We shall call this procedure as the “decomposition-

equivalenting technique”. It is more convenient 
to demonstrate this technique by the following 
example. 

Consider the network in Fig. 4, a consisting of 
seven sewers, each determined by the values iλ  and 

iµ , and, hence, by the value /i i iγ = λ µ  ( 1 7)i = ÷ . 
In addition, the sewage flow rate at the network inlets 

1 2 3 4( , , , )q q q q  will be considered to have constant 
values. It is necessary to estimate the raw sewage 
volume discharged from the network throughout the 
year as a consequence of possible failures.

First we consider the contours I and II in Fig. 4, a. 
Either contour includes the Y-like system, and, 
consequently, can be substituted by one equivalent 
sewer with its associated value of parameter γ 
calculated according to the method proposed above. 
Using Eq. (1), we have Iγ  for contour I. Similarly, 
with assigned notations, for contour II we have IIγ .

The results obtained enable one to present the 
initial network in the form shown in Fig. 4, b). But 
this is an Y-like system (contour III) again. Using 
Eq. (1), we have finally the parameter III eγ = γ  of one 
equivalent sewer substituting the initial network (see 
Fig. 4, c). Thus, the problem reduces to a sequence 
of simple computations using, at every stage, the 
results of the preceding step.

Although this methodology has been applied 
to a comparatively simple case, it can be extended 
easily to multicomponent networks.

(The application of the “decomposition-
equivalenting technique” for more complicated 
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sewer network is considered in “Supplemental 
material”).

Conclusion
Although sewer reliability depicts a fairly 

complete reliability measure of the sewer network, 
it is convenient to use a single index to represent 
the composite effect of the component reliabilities. 
We propose to assess sewer network reliability as a 
whole by a volume of raw sewage discharged from 
the system because of failures of its components for 
an appreciable length of time. The traditional method 
for solving such problems is the so-called state-
enumeration method. But, for the multicomponent 
networks, this generates a need to solve a set of 
equations having very high order, which renders the 
method unsuitable for many practical applications. 
The approach proposed in this work makes it 
possible to circumvent these difficulties by using 
the concept of equivalent sewer. As a result, the 
problem reduces to a sequential consideration of 
elementary sub-problems the solution of which is 
easily accomplished (see “Supplemental material”).

As the methodology is applicable for sewer 
networks each component of which can be either up 
(operable) or down (failed), additional research is 
needed for extending the method for more complex 
cases. 
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Supplemental material
The method developed in this article may be used 

to solve many practical problems. Some of these, 
in the form of numerical examples, are considered 
below in a deliberately simplified statement.

Problem 1. The sewer network shown in 
Fig. S1, a is given. There is a need to estimate a 
reliability level of this network (in the sense of the 
proposed criterion).

The network consists of 15 enumerated sewer 
sections; the number of inlets is equal to 8. The 
direction of the sewage flow through an each sewer 
is shown by the arrow. To carry out the calculations 
we need some data. Such data are represented in 
Table 1.

Besides, the inlets sewage flow rates in Table 2 
are shown.

In addition, without loss of generality, we assume 
that the length of each sewer section is equal to 1 
km. We note also that all values are hypothetical, 
convenient for calculations only.

First we consider the contours I, II and III 
(Fig. S1a) at the network periphery. Either contour 
includes the Y-like system, and, consequently, can 
be substituted by one equivalent sewer with its 
associated value of parameter γ calculated according 
to the method proposed above. Using Eq. (1) (from 
the article), where now, taking account of the new 
notations, and the data from Table 1 and Table 2 we 
have for contour I:

γ
γ γ γ γ

I
q q
q q

=
+ + +

+
= ⋅ −( ) ( )
,2 9 2 3 9 3

2 3

37 54 10 .

Similarly, for contour II:

γ
γ γ γ γ

II
q q
q q

=
+ + +

+
= ⋅ −( ) ( )
,5 13 5 6 13 6

5 6

35 85 10 ,

and for contour III:

γ
γ γ γ γ

III
q q
q q

=
+ + +

+
= ⋅ −( ) ( )
,7 14 7 8 14 8

7 8

34 00 10 .

 The results obtained enable one to present the 
initial network in the form shown in Fig. S1, b). 
But here are the Y-like systems (contours IV and V) 
again. Using Eq. (1) we have the parameter γ IV  for 
contour IV:

γ
γ γ γ γ

IV
q q q
q q q

=
+ + + +

+ +
= ⋅ −( )( ) ( )

,1 10 2 3 4 10 4

2 3 4

310 95 10 ,

and γV  for contour V:
γ

γ γ γ γ
V

II IIIq q q q
q q q q

=

+ + + + +
+ + +

=

= ⋅

( )( ) ( )( )

,

12 5 6 12 7 8

5 6 7 8

13 79 10−−3.

As a result, the structure shown in Fig. 7, b) 
substitutes by the structure depicted in Fig. S1, c 
where the Y-like sub-system (contour VI) may be 
selected. Equivalenting this contour again by one 
sewer section with the parameter

γ

γ γ γ γ
VI

IVq q q q
q q q q

=

=
+ + + + +

+ + +
=

= ⋅ −

( ) ( )( )

,

1 11 1 11 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

316 78 10

we are going to the Fig. S1, d.
But the structure shown in Fig. S1, d) is the

Y-like fragment (contour VII) in itself that may be 
substituted by one sewer (see Fig. S1, e). Thus, finally 
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Fig. S1. Initial sewer network (a) and its sequential transformations (b, c, d, e)

Table 1
Input data for calculations

Section, i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Failure rate λi, (1/yr) 0,52 0,68 0,79 0,91 1,34 0,83 0,75 0,03 0,85 0,62 0,84 1,10 0,03 0,50 0,05
Repair rate μi, (1/yr) 220 220 220 220 220 220 220 220 200 150 120 120 200 200 90
Parameter γi = λi / μi (×103) 2,36 3,09 3,59 4,14 6,09 3,77 3,41 0,14 4,25 4,13 7,00 9,17 0,15 2,50 0,56
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we have the parameter γVII of one equivalent sewer 
substituting the initial network depicted in Fig. S1, a):

γ

γ γ

γ γ
VII

VI

V

q q q q
q q q q

q q q
=

+ + + + +

+ + + + +
+ +

( )( )

( )( )

15 1 2 3 4

15 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 ++ + + + +
= ⋅ −

q q q q q4 5 6 7 8

316 00 10, .

The sequence of “decomposition-equivalenting” 
operations is completed. Hence, in this case, 
γ γe VII= = 0 016, . This means that, on the average, 

1,6 % of the total sewage volume that entered the 
network inlets during time T , discharges from the 
sewer network to the environment arising from the 
network component failures. The accuracy of this 
measure increases as T increases, that is characteristic 
for probabilistic problems at all.

Problem 2. Let us assume that specialists analyzing 
the results obtained in preceding Problem 1 come to 
the conclusion that the raw sewage discharge from 
the sewer network (Fig. S1, a)) is much too large, 
and, consequently, the network reliability needs to be 
increased. The question concerning replacement of 
some components by a new sewer pipe is discussed, 
but it is possible to replace only one sewer because 
available funds are limited. On the present evidence, 

Table 2
Network inlets sewage flow rates

Inlet, i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Sewage flow rate qi(×102), 
(m3/s) 

3 9 6 4 5 1 5 7

a)

c)

d) e)

b)
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it may be argued that the failure rate for a new sewer 
(manufacturer’s data) is λn = 0,02 1/yr; the repair 
rate µn is taken to be equal to 200. It is desired to 
identify the preferential alternative.

 First of all, we compute λ λ µn n n= = ⋅ −
/ ,0 1 10

3.
As before, we will take the discharged sewage 
volume as an efficiency index of the alternative to be 
accepted. Calculate this quantity assuming that the 
replacement of sewer section 1 in the initial network 
(Fig. S1, a)) has just been made. For this purpose, we 
substitute the input data (associated with the sewer 1) 
of the Problem 1, for one another (corresponding to 
the new sewer), namely γn = ⋅ −

0 1 10
3

, . Carrying out 
the relevant calculations, we obtain the discharged 
sewage volume expressed as a percentage of the total 

sewage entered the network: 1,582 %. By repeating 
the similar calculations with respect to each network 
section we come to the results represented in Table 3.

Referring to Table 3, it is seen that the smallest 
volume of sewage to be discharged from the network 
occurs when the network’s section 12 is replaced 
(in Table 3 this is highlighted in bold print). It is 
obvious that, under otherwise equal conditions, this 
alternative is preferable from the viewpoint of the 
reliability index accepted in this work.

The problems considered are simple as well; 
for this reason, the results seem to be trivial. Note, 
however, that the simplicity of the examples makes it 
possible to see the potential of the proposed method 
for practical use.

Table 3
Result of calculations

Section to be replaced 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Relative sewage volume 
discharged from network, 
% 

1,582 1,532 1,547 1,559 1,524 1,590 1,558 1,599 1,444 1,408 1,220 1,191 1,599 1,527 1,553


